Diabetes Gone Wrong

How today’s outdated dogma could kill you

By Fred Pescatore, M.D.
The American Diabetes Association (ADA) has issued a “new & improved” set of diabetes guidelines that is likely to send you and your loved ones into a blinding AVALANCHE of disease and despair!

Doctors are lining up patients in due order—whether they have diabetes or not. And so-called “experts” are already coming out of the woodwork to espouse their cures—both mainstream and alternative.

But I’ve got a cure so powerful, yet so simple, and so enjoyable, it will put everyone else to shame. No drugs, no surgery, and certainly no restrictive dieting or deprivation!

Whether you’re headed down the path to…

Diabetes, obesity, high cholesterol, elevated triglycerides, insulin resistance, and more…

This revolutionary solution comes down to ONE cause, ONE simple remedy to stop them all.

But first, you might want to brace yourself. Because…

The “lifesaving” new diabetes guidelines ARE DEADLY!

If you thought the endless fasting, blood-testing and nagging were bad before…

Welcome to your worst nightmare.

There’s a brand new set of diabetes guidelines doctors are following. And if you thought he nagged you before…YOU AIN’T SEEN NOTHIN’ YET!

You might become suddenly sicker at your very next checkup. Because, with one stroke of a pen, mainstream medicine has shuffled the numbers again!

The new guidelines provide 67 “clinical-practice recommendations” that address dozens of factors, including:

• weight
• glycemic control
• insulin
• blood lipids (cholesterol, triglycerides, etc.)
• blood pressure
• mood/mental state
• and more!

And in every instance, they lowered the bar. Which makes it easier than ever for doctors to designate new cases of diabetes—which means, if you didn’t have diabetes yesterday…you may very well have it today!

And, if your numbers are “borderline” and you don’t have full-blown diabetes yet, you may very well be diagnosed with “prediabetes”…opening the door for millions of previously “healthy” people to fall subject to “treatment” as well.

Of course, they did it all in the name of saving lives, but you know what it’s really all about…

It’s all about selling MORE DRUGS!

Remember when the “healthy cholesterol” and “normal blood pressure” numbers were lowered?

Now, just about everyone over 50 is a candidate for a cholesterol-lowering statin drug and a blood-pressure-slashing ACE inhibitor.

So drug companies and their proxies started thinking “GREAT, WHAT NEXT?!”

Blood sugar, of course. The new guidelines make MORE THAN HALF of all Americans of a certain age blood-sugar-challenged. And if drug companies get their way, soon you’ll be taking BLOOD SUGAR DRUGS!

But these drugs are even more fraught with sickening or deadly side effects than cholesterol meds...

Have you seen the headlines about Avandia and Actos?

It turns out, Actos may increase your risk of heart failure and bladder cancer. Plus, it appears that the longer you take the drug and the higher the dosage, the greater your risk.

If this story sounds familiar to you, it should…

Remember Actos’ ugly twin brother…Avandia?

Actos and Avandia belong to a similar class of drugs. Research showed that while prediabetics who took Avandia cut their risk of developing the full-blown disease…it appears to increase your heart attack risk. Now the use of the drug is strictly limited. Europe has banned it all together.
So what about metformin? This first-line diabetes drug hit the market in 1977. And, yes, it does appear to be safer than Actos or Avandia. Plus, studies show that it can reduce the progression to full-blown type-2 diabetes by 30 percent. But here’s the bottom line…

Simple lifestyle changes work better. Far better.

In fact, a recent study (published in the New England Journal of Medicine) compared lifestyle changes to metformin in preventing type-2 diabetes.

The study followed more than 3,000 overweight men and women with elevated fasting and post-meal blood sugar levels. The researchers divided the men and women into three groups. One group took metformin for almost three years. Another group made changes to their diet and began exercising. And the final group got a placebo.

Three years later, the researchers checked back in on the patients. The metformin group reduced their diabetes risk by 31 percent (compared to a placebo). But the lifestyle change group almost doubled those results:

They reduced their incidence of developing type-2 diabetes by a whopping 58 percent!

In fact, research has shown that…

More aggressive blood sugar lowering with drugs may actually lead to more deaths than standard treatment

And, thanks to these “new and improved” guidelines, it could happen faster than you think. Just check out what you may have to look forward to at your next visit if the drug companies have it their way…

Your weight, your blood pressure, your cholesterol, your triglycerides—even your mood will all be subject for scrutiny.

And at the first sign of a slip in any one of these markers, your doctor will pull out his prescription pad so fast it’ll give you whiplash.

And the beta-blockers, statins, and antidepressants he’ll be pushing? Get this…

They have all been linked to an increased risk of diabetes!

Talk about kicking you when you’re down.

That’s the drug- and disease-ridden road that millions in the U.S. are headed down following mainstream advice.

And being diagnosed with prediabetes can be even more dangerous than full blown diabetes, because you could be told to start taking those drugs when you may not even need them!

So skip the scary drugs. You’ll be better off in the long run.

With my Metabolic Repair Protocol, you can start to safely drop those excess pounds and get your blood sugar in line. And if you already have diabetes, this comprehensive plan can actually help you REVERSE it.

And not a moment too soon. Because, unfortunately, the new ADA guidelines riddled with recommendations for drugs aren’t the only danger in the mainstream approach to treating diabetes…

Mainstream dietary recommendations are SETTING YOU UP TO FAIL!

The ADA recommends that people with diabetes should start with consuming between 45 and 60 grams of carbohydrates per meal and make adjustments depending on how their blood sugar responds...

PER MEAL?! You don’t need much more than that per day—especially if you’re also trying to lose weight!

Keep on their program for any amount of time and I’ll bet you won’t see your blood sugar budge. And chances are you’ll gain loads of unwanted weight.

When will they learn that carbs = sugar? And sugar leads to weight gain—and diabetes.

Think about it. How many people really gain weight from eating too much steak? You get full so quickly, it could never happen. But, combining it with sugar, or sugar-like substances and BINGO—you’re on your way to obesity, diabetes, and all its serious complications.

Sugar is the key here folks. It’s not cutting fat, and it’s not cutting calories. And why it’s not being addressed
head-on by the mainstream is beyond me!

Take for example, my patient Jennifer. She came to me in her early 40s because she wanted to lose 20 pounds. No matter what I try, she said, I gain weight. But I eat healthy, I don’t understand it.

Then I asked Jennifer to tell me about her typical meals. She said for breakfast she ate cereal with bananas or a plain bagel. A low-fat yogurt for lunch. And for dinner, some light pasta.

Jennifer’s problem was very clear to me: She ate too much sugar and not ENOUGH fat. In fact, everything she ate either contained sugar or was itself sugar! No fat. Very little protein. And voilà—she packed on 20 pounds and was heading down the killer path to diabetes.

Which leads me to one of the greatest misconceptions when it comes to diabetes…

**Skinny people don’t get diabetes, right? Wrong!**

I know plenty of skinny men and women who live on donuts and sweet tea. And guess what? They all come to me when they are diagnosed with diabetes or prediabetes, searching for answers. And these are the folks who won’t find ANY help from the ADA.

I recently took the “DIABETES RISK TEST” on the American Diabetes Association’s website. They asked me these six questions:

1. Age?
2. Does anyone in your immediate family have diabetes?
3. What’s your ethnicity?
4. Height and weight?
5. Do you have high blood pressure?
6. Are you more active, less active, or as active as most men and women?

They ask nothing about sugar consumption or other symptoms. But these are FAR more important than your age, your family history, or even your weight! (As I said earlier…I’ve seen plenty of skinny sugar addicts walk into my office with full-blown diabetes.)

Plus, the ADA test is FAR too generous with your weight. A 160-pound woman who eats a donut every morning has a “low risk” of developing diabetes if she doesn’t have a family history of the disease and says she’s “more active” than her peers.

This is pure hogwash that relies on self-reporting (which is notoriously unreliable)—and lulls you into a false sense of security.

Here’s a better list of questions to ask if you think you may be at risk for developing diabetes:

1. Do you eat sugar?
2. Do you eat processed foods?
3. Do you eat white flour?
4. Do you drink beer or wine?
5. Do you sometimes feel “cravings” for sweets or salty foods?
6. Do you sometimes skip your exercise routine?
7. Do feel light-headed or sleepy in the afternoon?
8. Do you ever feel depressed?
9. Do you weight at least 10 pounds more than you did in college?
10. Do drink diet soda?
11. Do you drink regular soda?
12. Do you cook with Canola oil?
13. Do you eat margarine?
14. Do you find it hard to lose weight, even when you exercise?
15. Do you have less energy than you did in your 20s?

If you answered yes to ANY of these questions, even if you’re not overweight, it’s a pretty good bet you’re a candidate for prediabetes. But don’t worry… more than half the country would fail my test, too.
Now, here’s the difference. I WON’T put you on a drug or sawdust diet.

In fact…

**The grueling low-fat, calorie-counting “sawdust” diets just don’t work.**

They don’t work because they aren’t satisfying.

Plus, when food manufacturers take out the fat, they *add in* sugar and other nasty ingredients. In addition, low-fat diets can cause sharp DROPS in your good HDL cholesterol. They can also cause SPIKES in your triglycerides.

And worst of all, they don’t contain enough *GOOD* fat.

Fat is extremely important to your body. It actually helps regulate your blood sugar. Fat takes longer for your body to digest. This prevents the sugar RUSH and lets sugar sloooowly drip into your bloodstream. Overall, it helps your metabolism operate much more efficiently.

Fat also plays a major role in the chemistry of your brain. Your brain is more than 60 percent fat… and low-fat diets deprive your brain of essential fatty acids so vital to its function. That’s why when you go on a sawdust diet you feel fuzzy-headed all the time or get the dieting “blues.”

The American Heart Association diet recommends you limit total fat to less than 25-35 percent of your total calories. Although this diet has been shown to lower your total cholesterol, it lowers good cholesterol numbers and doesn’t touch triglyceride levels. Which is a far more dangerous number.

Plus, low-fat diets may actually INCREASE your risk of diabetes.

A recent study published in the *Annals of Internal Medicine* proves it.

In this clinical trial, researchers followed more than 3,700 adults ages 65 and over for three years. They asked the participants about what kinds of foods they ate.

Just as I would have expected…

Those who ate full-fat dairy products (we’re talking delicacies you haven’t dared to eat in YEARS, like heavy cream and cheese) were actually 60 percent *less likely to get diabetes* than people who stuck to skim milk and reduced-fat dairy products.

Plus, they had:

- Less body fat
- Higher good HDL cholesterol
- Lower C-reactive protein
- Lower triglycerides

You see? You need fat.

In fact, when you add just the right kind of fats to your diet—and avoid the killer ones—like horrific trans fats—you can actually accelerate your efforts!

**But that DOESN’T mean you should cut ALL carbs—low-carb diets fall short as well**

On many popular low-carb diets, you must cut out ALL carbs during an induction phase. This requires you to go “cold turkey” off all carbs during the early part of the diet. Don’t even think about eating a grain of brown rice or a crumb of whole wheat bread. Heck, you can’t even eat carrots.

But this is certainly no easy task for the long-term. And, when it comes down to it, certain carbs are actually very healthy.

Recent studies show that people who eat *more* complex carbs have a decreased risk of getting type-2 diabetes. In fact, complex carbs aren’t the enemy. They help your body achieve a balanced state of insulin regulation. Plus, you need “slow carbs” for energy.

But that’s still not a free pass to go crazy with complex carbs. That’s an easy trap to fall into as well…and soon you can justify every carb-laden meal with, “Well, it’s a complex carb, so it’s ok.”

When eaten in the right way, the right carbs can actually work to your advantage. And, when combined with the right kinds of protein and fats, you’ve got a guaranteed recipe for long-term success.
There’s just no need to count calories, count carbs, or to over-do it on plates full of bacon. When it comes down to it, those approaches just aren’t healthy, and are impossible to maintain for the long-term.

Which is exactly what I’ve taught so many of my patients.

The beauty of my Metabolic Repair Protocol is that it’s so simple you can follow it to a “T” without feeling like a slave to a long list of “Do’s” and “Don’t’s.”

It’s time to say “sayonara” to the confusing advice and mixed messages once and for all. And I know that once you decide you’re ready for a change…

Ditching diabetes for good—and all its deadly side effects—is almost TOO EASY with my Metabolic Repair Protocol.

I don’t mean to sound glib…but listen—I’ve spent the majority of my medical career treating patients with metabolic syndrome, prediabetes, and diabetes. And one thing has become crystal clear: The best, most effective approach for reining in out-of-control blood sugar is also the simplest.

And now YOU can experience just how easy it is yourself, because I’ve finally found a way to pull it all together and make it available to YOU, without requiring a trip to my office in Manhattan.

My Metabolic Repair Protocol will show you exactly how it’s possible to completely reverse type II diabetes:

- Without DRUGS
- Without DEPRIVATION DIETING
- Without EXHAUSTING EXERCISE
- Without OVERLOADING ON PROTEIN
- Without “EVERYONE ELSE” FINDING OUT

For more information, simply visit http://pro1.ovhlearning.com/446079/
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